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With the rapid development of urbanization, the energy 

consumption of buildings increases day by day. The high 

energy-efficiency building structures/systems have been 

widely concerned by people. In recent years, the phase 

change materials (PCMs) are widely used in buildings 

for improving thermal and energy performance of 

buildings. PCMs can absorb or release a lot of latent heat 

high at a certain temperature or temperature interval by 

changing its phase state, which shows high energy 

density. For the building envelops, the PCMs can be 

incorporated into walls, ceilings and floors to realize 

building insulation, reduce the peak load and energy 

consumption of air-conditioning or heating system of 

buildings [1-2]. 

The applications and thermal performances of PCMs 

in buildings have been widely investigated. Elarga et al. 

[3] investigated the thermal performances of PCM 

integrated in a roof space to be used as a residential attic.

Three different PCM utilization modes were applied to a 

roof continuously monitored under summer climatic 

conditions. Experimental results showed a reduction of 

the ongoing heat peak load between 13% and 59% with 

the different the PCM typology. Kim et al. [4] examined 

three identical huts to discuss the thermal performance 

effect of PCM under heating conditions. Compared with 

the reference hut without SSPCM sheet (i.e., hut A), the 

total energy consumption for heating decreased by 9.2% 

and 18.4% in hut B (four layers of SSPCM sheets were 

applied to the floor) and hut C (one layer of SSPCM was 

applied to the floor, walls and ceiling) respectively. 

 The conventional PCM wall systems can effectively 

decrease the energy consumption of heating systems in 

winter. However, in summer, the energy-saving potential 

of PCM wall is limited since the PCM stored heat in the 

daytime will become a secondary heat source and release 

the stored heat into the room again at night. The heat 

accumulated at night will significantly increase the air 

conditioning energy consumption of the room in the next 

day. Diaconu et al. [5] investigated the annual energy 

performances of a sandwich PCM exterior wall in the 

Mediterranean climate (Algeria). Results showed that the 

energy consumption of the heating system in winter was 

reduced by 12.8%. But in summer, the cooling energy 

consumption of air-conditioning system was only 

reduced by 1%. 

To improve the energy efficiency of buildings with 

PCM system, a novel pipe-encapsulated PCM wall 

system with nocturnal sky radiant cooler is developed to 

realize building insulation and active heat removal in this 

paper. The nocturnal radiant cooler is a very efficient 

cooling device by long-wave radiation. It can provide 

cold water for direct or auxiliary room radiant cooling 

[6-7]. In the daytime of summer, the pipe-encapsulated 

PCM of this wall system can absorb the heat from the 

outer wall and stored it in the form of latent heat. At 
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night, the heat of the PCM can be taken away by the 

working fluid through the nocturnal sky radiant cooler. 

Traditional PCM thermal models are generally 

numerical models. Chen et al. [8] developed non-linear 

numerical model for a PCM wallboard based on the 

effective heat capacity method. The parameters effects 

including the phase change temperature, specific heat 

and density on the thermal characteristics of the PCM 

were discussed. Lamberg et al. [9] simulated the heat 

transfer characteristics of a kind of paraffin by two 

numerical models using the effective enthalpy method 

and the effective heat capacity method respectively. The 

feasibility of the two methods was further discussed by 

the experiment. These numerical models are accurate 

and widely used. But it is too complicated for pipe-

encapsulated PCM to be coupled with wall model, pipe 

heat transfer model and the nocturnal sky radiation 

model. The computational efficiency is also low. It is not 

applicable for integrated simulation of the thermal 

performances of pipe-encapsulated PCM wall system. 

This paper proposes a novel pipe-encapsulated PCM 

wall system for building insulation and active heat 

removal. The simplified thermal RC model of pipe-

encapsulated PCM wall coupled by the simplified 

common hollow wall model, simplified PCM model and 

pipe heat transfer model is developed. The model 

parameters are identified and the model are validated by 

CFD model. Besides, the simulation platform integrated 

with the simplified pipe-encapsulated PCM wall model 

and nocturnal sky radiation is established. A simple 

simulation case about the thermal performance of a light 

weight room with the pipe-encapsulated PCM wall 

system are presented. 

The pipe-encapsulated PCM wall for building insulation 

and active heat removal is illustrated in Fig.1. It is 

composed of the pipe-encapsulated PCM wall, nocturnal 

sky radiant cooler and working fluid circulation system. 

The pipe-encapsulated PCM is composed of inner pipe, 

outer pipe, PCM and working fluid for heat removal. It 

can be embedded into the common wall as the PCM 

structure of thermal storage and insulation for building 

envelopes. The PCM is encapsulated between the inner 

and outer pipe to absorb heat from the brick wall, and the 

working fluid is filled with inner pipe for heat removal. 

The circulating pipeline of the working fluid circulation 

system connects the nocturnal sky radiant cooler with the 

inter pipe. By this circulation system, the circulating 

working fluid can absorb the heat from PCM and 

discharge it into space through the nocturnal sky radiant 

cooler by long-wave radiation.  

 
Fig.1. The schematic of the pipe-encapsulated PCM wall for 

building insulation and active heat removal 

In the daytime of summer, the temperature of the 

outdoor environment is high and a lot of heat enters the 

external wall of building. The pipe-encapsulated PCM 

wall system uses the pipe-encapsulated PCM embedded 

inside the brick wall to absorb the heat of the external 

wall and store it in the form of latent heat. It can 

effectively reduce the cooling load of building formed by 

the heat transfer of the external wall. In the night-time, 

the circulatory working fluid absorbs the heat of the 

PCM and discharges it into space through the nocturnal 

sky radiant cooler. The stored heat in the PCM are 

removed and the PCM is also regenerate for heat storage 

and insulation in the second day. The working fluid can 

be water or other medium and its circulating power can 

be supplied by pump. By this wall system, the 

accumulation of heat entering the room in the daytime 

are transfer to space in the night-time, which can reduce 

significantly the heat gains of building from the outdoor 

environment. 

The simplified thermal of the pipe-encapsulated PCM 

wall system is composed of the common wall simplified 

model, simplified PCM model, simplified pipe heat 

transfer model and nocturnal sky radiation model. These 

models can be easily integrated together for the 

predictions of thermal performance of the pipe-

encapsulated PCM wall system with the dynamic 

boundary conditions. 

 

The simplified RC-network thermal models are widely 

used in building envelops [10-11]. The pipe-

encapsulated PCM wall structure includes common 

hollow wall, pipe-encapsulated PCM and embedded pipe. 

The simplified thermal model of this wall structure for 

the analysis object can be coupled by the simplified wall 

model (5R2C model), simplified PCM model (4R2C 

model), and pipe thermal model (2R1C model). The 

schematic of the pipe-encapsulated PCM wall and its 

simplified thermal model are illustrated in Fig.2. 
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Fig.2. The schematic of the pipe-encapsulated PCM wall 

structure (a) and the simplified thermal model(b) 

3.1.1.�5R2C�model�for�Common�hollow�wall��

As the Fig.2(b), a 5R2C (five thermal resistance and two 

thermal capacitance) thermal model for an analysis 

object is proposed referring to Ref. [12]. In this model, 

R2 is considered since there is direct heat conduct in the 

solid wall mass. Tp_pcm is the node temperature of the 

external surface of the pipe-encapsulated PCM, and there 

are two thermal resistances (R3, R4) at both sides of this 

node. Besides, two thermal capacitance nodes are 

considered in the both sides of pipe to represent the 

effect of the thermal capacitance. Usually, two-order 

model including five lumped resistances and two lumped 

capacitances may well represent the dynamic 

characteristics of common hollow wall with the outdoor 

and indoor temperature boundary (i.e., Tout, Tin).  

The RC parameters (i.e., R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, C1, C2) of 

the 5R2C model is constant for common wall structure, 

and they are identified by GA (Genetic Algorithm) in the 

next session. Besides, the convection heat transfer 

resistance of internal surface and external surface are 

simply calculated by the surface convection heat transfer 

coefficients (i.e., hin and hout). 

3.1.2.�4R2C�model�for�pipeencapsulated�PCM��

For pipe-encapsulated PCM, the resistances and heat 

mass are variable due to the phase change latent heat. 

Thus, a two-order RC model with four variable 

resistances and two variable capacitances for the pipe-

encapsulated PCM are developed, as shown in Fig.2(b). 

In this model, the cylindrical PCM is divided into two 

sub-cylinders with two internal temperature nodes (i.e., 

Tp1, Tp2), and each sub-cylinder is represented as one 

effective lumped capacitance and two effective lumped 

resistances. These effective thermal capacitances and 

thermal resistances are variable with the node 

temperature (i.e., Rp1, Rp2 and Cp1 are variable with; Rp3, 

Rp4 and Cp2 are variable with the node temperature Tp2). 

The dynamic thermal characteristics of the pipe-

encapsulated PCM may be well predicted by this 

simplified 4R2C model.  

The variable RC parameters (Rp1, Rp2, Rp3, Rp4, Cp1, 

Cp2) of this PCM model are calculated by the distribution 

ratios and the total resistances and capacitances of the 

pipe-encapsulated PCM, and the distribution ratios are 

also defined and identified in the next session. 

3.1.3.�2R1C�model�for�heat�transfer�of�water� in�the�
pipe 

A 2R1C model is developed to represent the heat 

transfer along the direction of the water flow in the pipe 

referring Ref. [13], as shown in Fig.2(b). This model 

represents the relation between the inlet water 

temperature (Tw) and the pipe surface temperature (TP_w). 

The equivalent RC parameters (Rw1, Rw2 and Cw) are 

defined based on an energy balance equation about the 

water flow which is established by using the -NTU 

method [14]. Those parameters can be simply derived 

from the heat balance formulas in the steady heat 

transfer of the water flow, as expressed in Eqs.(1)-(3). 
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Where, hw is the convective heat transfer coefficient 

of the internal surface of pipe, W/m2K; Aw is the internal 

surface area of pipe, m2; m is the water flow rate, kg/s; l 
is the length of pipe, m; Tin_w, Tout_w are respectively the 

inlet water temperature and outlet water temperature, ℃
�w is the density of water, kg/m3; cp_w is the specific heat 

of water, J/kgK. 

3.1.4.� Heat� balance� equations� for� the� simplified�
model�of�the�pipeencapsulated�PCM�wall�

The simplified model of the pipe-encapsulated PCM 

wall can be easily established by integrating with the 

common hollow wall model, PCM model and pipe heat 

transfer model. The heat balance for the simplified 

model can be expressed by the differential equations as 

the Eqs.(4)-(9). 
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In the night-time, the heat transfer between the nocturnal 

sky radiant cooler and surrounding environment (qcooler) 

mainly includes night long-wave radiation heat transfer 

(qrad) and convection heat transfer (qconv), as expressed in 

Eqs.(12)-(14) [15]. 

    cooler rad convq q q� �                                 (12) 

rad rad rad rad skyq A T T� 	� �              (13) 

conv conv rad rad ambq h A T T� �                 (14) 

Where, εrad is the surface emissivity of the nocturnal 

sky radiant cooler; σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, 
5.67 10-8 W/m2K; Arad is the heat transfer area of the 

nocturnal sky radiant cooler, m2; Trad is the temperature 

of the radiant cooler, which can be simply defined as  the 

average value of the inlet temperature and outlet 

temperature of the medium, (Tinlet+Toutlet)/2, K. Tsky is the 

equivalent sky temperature for long-wave radiation, K. 

hconv is the convective heat transfer coefficient for radiant 

cooler, W/m2k. It can be calculated by Eq.(15)[16]. 

    
V

hconv
V V


�
� � �

          (15) 

Where V is the wind speed of the ambient air, m/s.  

The equivalent sky temperature for sky long-wave 

radiation (Tsky) is a virtual temperature defined as the 

temperature of a black body radiator emitting the same 

amount of radiative power as the sky [17]. It can be 

expressed by the empirical formulas as follows [16,18].  

sky a sky ambT c T��                                (16) 

sky dp dpT T� � � � (17) 

a cloud cloud cloudc n n n� � � �   (18) 

Where, ca is the cloudiness coefficient, εrad is the 

emissivity of clear sky, ncloud is the total opaque cloud 

amount, which ncloud =0 represents the clear sky, ncloud =1 

represents the overcast sky; Tdp is the dew point 

temperature of ambient air, K. 

The system simplified model can be easily integrated 

with the simplified model of pipe-encapsulated PCM 

wall and the nocturnal sky radiation model. The 

parameter identification and validation of the pipe-

encapsulated PCM wall model are further proposed in 

the next session, and a case study for the thermal 

performance of the whole wall system is also presented 

by using the system simplified model. 

To identify the parameters of models (5R2C wall model 

and 4R2C PCM model) and validate the simplified 

model of pipe-capsulated PCM wall, the heat transfer 

characteristics of a light weight wall are simulated by the 

simplified model and CFD model. The structure of the 

pipe-encapsulated PCM wall is shown in Fig.2, and its 

thermal properties are listed in Table 1. The composite 

PCM is composed of 80wt% RT28 and 20wt%EG 

(expanded graphite) to improve its thermal conductivity. 

The phase change temperature is 26.9-28.9℃

 

Table 1. Thermal properties of the light weight pipe-

encapsulated PCM wall. 

Item 

Thickne

ss (mm) 

Thermal 

conductivity 

(W/mk) 

Specific 

heat 

(J/kgK) 

Density 

(kg/m3) 

Stucco 20 0.692 840 1858 

Light-

concrete 

100 
0.571 840 609 

plaster 20 0.727 840 1602 

PCM  8.5 9.5(s)/9.7(l) 2000 750 

 

4.1.1�Parameters�identification�of�5R2C�model� 

The parameter identification method of the 5R2C model 

for the common wall is briefly given here. The details 

can be found in the Ref. [15]. The optimization process 

is actually searching the optimal values of the RC 
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parameters, which allow the frequency of the 5R2C 

model best fit the reference results. The thermal response 

using the frequency-domain finite element (FDFE) is 

solved as the reference results in this paper. The 

objective function of such optimization is expressed in 

Eq. (19).  

N

R C
n k m I E P

m k n m k nAM PA
m k m k

m k n m k n

J R R R R R C C

AM q jw PA q jw
W W

AM q jw PA q jw

� � �

�

�
� �

� � �
(19) 

Where, J is the objective function; qm,k and q’m,k are 

respectively the frequency thermal response prediction 

of the 5R2C model and FDFE model. AM( ) and PA( ) 

are the amplitude and the phase lag of complex variables 

respectively. m represents the surface (i.e., m=I 
represents the internal surface, m=O represents the 

external surface and m=P represents the inner pipe 

surface of the wall). W is the weight factor. The subscript 

k is the k-th characteristic disturbance (i.e., internal, 

external and pipe surface characteristic disturbance). wn 
is the n-th frequency point, rad/s; N is the number of the 

discrete frequency points among the chosen frequency 

range for parameter identification, i.e., from 10-8rad/s 

(1.74 × 105h) to 10-3rad/s (1.74 h) [15]. 

The constraint conditions of such optimization are 

expressed in Eq.(20). Where Rtotwall, Ctotwall are the total 

thermal resistance and capacitance of the common wall 

without the pipe-encapsulated PCM respectively. 

totwall

totwall

totwall

totwall

totwall

R R R
R R R R
C C C

R R R
R R R
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C C C
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    (20) 

4.1.2�Parameters�identification�of�4R2C�model� 

When the parameters of 5R2C model are obtained, the 

PCM model parameters can be further identified by the 

CFD model. The optimization process is actually 

searching the optimal distribution ratios of the RC 

parameters, which allow the thermal response of the 

whole wall structure best fit the reference results. The 

CFD model is the reference model. The parameter 

identification method of 4R2C model is briefly described 

referring to Ref. [19]. The objective function of such 

optimization is expressed in Eq. (21).   

N

in in
k

R C

Q Q
J

N
� � � �

��
�

�

�
              (21) 

Where, J is the objective function, Qin and Q’in are 

respectively the heat flux prediction of internal surface 

of the simplified model and CFD model. �i is

optimization variables (i.e., �1 is the ratio of the total 

capacitance and resistance of first sub-cylinder of the 

total capacitance (RPCM) and resistance (CPCM) of the 

whole cylindrical PCM at a coincident node temperature. 

�2 is the resistance ratio of the first sub-cylinder. �3 is the 

resistance ratio of the second sub-cylinder). The RC 

parameters can be calculated by these variables, as 

expressed in Eqs.(22)-(24). The constraint conditions of 

the optimization variables are 0 to 1 (i.e., 0<�1,�2,�3<1). 

  p pcm p p pcm pR R T R R T� � � �� � � (22) 

p pcm p p pcm pR R T R R T� � � �� � � � �  

(23) 

p pcm p p pcm pC C T C C T� �� � �         (24) 

The total resistance (Rpcm) and capacitance (Cpcm) per 

unit length of the PCM encapsulated between the inner 

pipe and the outer pipe are simply expressed in Eqs. 

(25)-(26). They are variable with the node temperature. 

out
PCM

p out in

d
R T

T d d��
�

�
����������

PCM out in p p pC T d d c T� ��

The equivalent thermal conductivity (λp  is expressed 

in Eq.(27). The equivalent specific heat (cp_p) of PCM 

can be simply the linear function of the temperature, as 

illustrated in Fig.3. Where λs λl

cp_s cp_l

L� Ts Tl

℃

s s

p s l s l s s l

l l

T T
T T T T T T T T

T T

�
� � �

�


�
��� � ��
� �

Cp_s Cp_l

Ts Tl T

Cp_p

M=L/ ΔT

Δ Δ

equivalent   

4.1.3�Model�Parameters�Results� 

The RC parameters of the 5R2C simplified wall 

model are identified by FDFD wall model, and the 

independent parameters of the 4R2C simplified PCM 

model are identified by using the CFD model of the 
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pipe-encapsulated PCM wall. The identified parameters 

are listed in Table 2.  

Table 2. The RC parameters of simplified model  

model 

R 
R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 

5R2C 

0.0625 0.2019 0.1155 0.2082 0.0293 

C C1=43713.6007, C2=43713.6007 

4R2C 

R Rp1=0.170RPCM(Tp1), Rp2=0.040RPCM(Tp1) 

Rp3=0.474RPCM(Tp1), Rp4=0.316RPCM(Tp1) 

C Cp1=0.21 CPCM(Tp1), Cp2=0.79 CPCM(Tp2) 

 

Using the identified parameters, the internal surface 

temperature, heat flux and water temperature are 

predicted by the simplified model, and the predictions of 

simplified model are compared with the predictions of 

CFD model.  In this validation case, 

he air film temperature 

of internal surface is 26℃ air film temperature 

of  surface 

outT t� �� � � �         (28) 

Fig.4 Shows the comparison between the internal 

surface temperature of the pipe-encapsulated PCM wall 

predicted by simplified model and CFD model. The 

profile of internal surface temperature predicted by 

simplified model may match well with the temperature 

profile predicted by the CFD model. The average 

temperature error is about 0.14℃

 

Fig.4. Internal surface temperature of the pipe-encapsulated 

PCM wall  

Fig.5 Shows the comparison between the internal 

surface heat flux of the pipe-encapsulated PCM wall 

predicted by simplified model and CFD model. The heat 

flux profile of internal surface predicted by simplified 

model almost overlaps with the heat flux profile 

predicted by the CFD model. The average heat flux error 

is about 1.5W

 

Fig.5. Internal surface heat flux of the pipe-encapsulated PCM 

wall 

The temperature profiles of water in the inner pipe 

predicted by the simplified model and CFD model are 

shown in Fig.6. Due to the phase change latent heat, 

there are two inflection point when the temperature is in 

the range of phase change temperature. The water 

temperature profile predicted by the simplified model 

may also match well with the profile predicted by the 

CFD model. the average error is only 0.16℃. 

Temperature

The predictions including the temperature and heat 

flux of simplified model match well with the results 

predicted by the CFD model. It shows that the accuracy 

of the simplified model is acceptable and reliable. 

Besides, the computation time of the CFD model is 

about 4 hours, but it only takes 5 seconds for the 

simplified model in the same computer (i7 processor, 8 

gigabytes of memory) to predict the thermal response of 

the pipe-encapsulated PCM wall. The computational 

efficiency of the simplified model is significantly higher 

than the CFD model.  
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In this paper, a very simple simulation case about the 

thermal performance of a light weight room with pipe-

encapsulated PCM wall system are proposed. The test 

room for the case is illustrated as the Fig.1. To simplify 

this study, the room is only affected the heat disturbance 

of the pipe-encapsulated PCM wall facing south 

direction.  The other three walls, ceiling and floor are 

assumed as the adiabatic surfaces. The size of the pipe-

encapsulated PCM wall is 3m(height) 4m(width), and 

the pipe interval is 200mm. The thermal properties of the 

wall system are same as the model validation case. The 

heat transfer area of the nocturnal sky cooler is 10m2. 

The model parameters are shown in Table 1 of Session 4. 

The outdoor environment boundary is given in the form 

of air operating temperature on 11-15 July (i.e.,120 

hours) for the south wall of building in Wuhan, as 

presented in Fig.7. Wuhan city is located in the centre of 

China and it is very hot in summer. The indoor 

environment is at air-conditioning conditions, the indoor 

air temperature is controlled by air-conditioner at 26 ◦C 

in office hour (8:00–18:00) and the nocturnal sky cooler 

(pump) is operating at night-time (18:00–8:00). 

℃

Fig.7. Outdoor air operating temperature of the south wall 

The simulation platform of pipe-encapsulated PCM 

wall system integrated with the simplified pipe-

encapsulated PCM wall model and nocturnal sky 

radiation model is established in TRNSYS 16, as shown 

in Fig.8. Based on this platform, the temperature and 

heat flow of wall surface of the test toom are predicted 

and discussed, and the heat removal of the water by the 

sky radiant cooler is also presented. 

 
Fig.8. Simulation platform of the pipe-encapsulated PCM wall 

system 

Fig.9 presents the predictions of heat flow of the 

external surface and internal surface of the pipe-

encapsulated PCM wall. And the heat removal by water 

through the nocturnal sky radiant cooler is also presented. 

In the daytime (i.e., office hour), the heat flow of 

external surface can reach up to 0.9 kW, and it is 

significantly larger than the heat flow of internal surface 

(less than 0.5kW). It shows that the pipe-encapsulated 

wall system can effectively realize heat insulation for the 

building. In the night-time, the heat removal by the water 

through the nocturnal sky radiant cooler can reach up to 

0.2-0.5kW. It is slightly larger than the heat flow of 

internal surface during the daytime. For the accumulated 

heat transfer during a day (taking the time of 32h-56h for 

example), the accumulated heat transfer of internal 

surface is 10073.8 kJ. It accounts for 39.4% of the 

accumulated heat transfer of the external surface (25560 

kJ) of the wall, which shows that about 60% 

accumulated heat transfer from the outdoor environment 

is conserved by this pipe-encapsulated PCM wall system. 

The accumulated heat removal of water through the sky 

nocturnal radiant cooler is 13218.7 kJ, which accounts 

for about 51.7% of the accumulated heat transfer of the 

external surface. It shows that the performances for the 

heat insulation and removal of this pipe-encapsulated 

PCM system is considerable. 

Fig.9. Heat flow of the pipe-encapsulated PCM wall system 

The wall surface temperature, water temperature and 

the liquid fraction of the PCM (i.e., S_PCM) are 

presented in Fig.10. Due to the phase change latent heat 

of the PCM, there are inflection points in profiles of the 

water temperature and internal surface temperature when 

the PCM is undergoing a phase change (i.e.,0 

<S_PCM<1, 0 for solid phase, 1 for liquid phase). 

Besides, the PCM is almost melted completely in the 

daytime (i.e., S_PCM=1), and it can be regenerated in 

the night-time (i.e., S_PCM=0) with the effect of 

nocturnal sky radiant cooler. It is favourable to the PCM 

for the next day's insulation. 
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Fig.10. Temperature of the pipe-encapsulated PCM wall 

system and the liquid fraction of PCM 

This paper proposed a pipe-encapsulated PCM wall 

system for building insulation and active heat removal. 

This wall system is composed of the pipe-encapsulated 

PCM, common wall, nocturnal sky radiant cooler and 

working fluid circulation system. It is integrated with 

phase change technology and nocturnal sky radiation 

technology to realize the building heat insulation and 

active heat removal with natural cold source.  

The common hollow wall model(5R2C), PCM model 

(4R2C), simplified pipe model(2R1C) and nocturnal sky 

radiation model are developed to establish system 

simulation platform for predictions of the thermal 

performance of this wall system. The parameters of 

5R2C wall model and 4R2C PCM model are identified 

by the frequency-domain finite element wall model and 

time-domain CFD wall model. The simplified model is 

validated by comparing the temperature and heat flux 

predicted by the simplified model and CFD model. The 

average error of internal surface temperature and water 

temperature are respectively 0.14 ℃ and 0.16℃
1.5W

 

The thermal performance of a light weight room with 

pipe-encapsulated PCM wall system in Wuhan is 

simulated and analysed in this paper. In the daytime 

(office hours), about 50%-60% of heat from the outdoor 

environment is conserved by this pipe-encapsulated 

PCM wall system. The accumulated heat removal of 

water by the nocturnal radiant cooler at night accounts 

for about 50% of the accumulated heat transfer from 

outdoor, and the regeneration efficiency of the PCM are 

also very high. It shows the pipe-encapsulated PCM wall 

system has good thermal and energy performance for 

light weight building. The effect of heat insulation and 

removal is considerable. 
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